Abstract-The bit stream extraction plays an important role in Scalable Video Coding (SVC). The video content is an important factor for video coding efficiency but it is ignored in current video coding methods. Therefore, in this paper, we proposed an equivalent MSE method to extract sub streams in the temporal and spatial enhancement layers. When the Motion Vectors (MVs) are large in one video, a larger frame rate is necessary to maintain the continuity of the object movement which makes no jump in visual sense. In this sense, sub streams extraction more temporal enhancement layers have to be satisfied. On the other hand, if there are some larger high-frequency components in a single frame of the video, it should try to meet the extraction requirement in spatial enhancement layer. This method has the advantage of considering the contents of the video, which can effectively improve the coding performance and quality. The experimental results demonstrate that the quality of reconstructed video has been improved significantly by using the equivalent MSE method when extracting bit stream arbitrarily at the same bandwidth.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of the network technology, the various devices have different demands on formats of multimedia video. From restricted small screen cell phone to the powerful high-definition display computer, it's hard to have a uniform video format to adapt all the various devices and different networks entirely. SVC standard [1] is the extension of the H.264/AVC [2] and developed by the ITU-T in collaboration with ISO. In addition, SVC includes a variety of scalabilities, like spatial, temporal, and quality scalabilities. In SVC, temporal scalability is provided by the concept of hierarchical B-pictures [3] . Spatial scalability, on the other hand, is achieved by encoding each supported spatial resolution into one layer. Quality scalability includes coarse grain scalability (CGS), medium grain scalability (MGS). CGS provides discontinuous decoding points. The number of points equal to the layers coded.
MGS divides the refinement coefficients of each of enhancement layer into several fragments so that it can provide a progressive enhancement and graceful degradation. In this paper, we focus on discussing temporal and spatial enhancement layers extraction, so quality scalability is no longer discussed.
The design of SVC can create a video bit stream that is structured in layers, consisting of a base layer (BL) and one or more enhancement layers (EL). Each enhancement layer is able to improve the resolution (of spatially or temporally) or the quality of the video sequence. SVC encodes a video sequence into a bit stream. The scalability of this bit stream is achieved by discard the unimportant enhancement segment according to various device and different network. The more the bits received by terminal device, the better the quality of the reconstructed video will be.
SVC is researched in many fields. In [4] , joint application physical-layer design (JAPLD) strategy to cost-effectively transmit scalable H.264/AVC video over multi-input multi-output (MIMO) wireless systems and adaptive channel selection (ACS) methods are proposed. In [5] , an efficient inter-layer motion-compensation technique is proposed for enhancement layer in spatially scalable video coding. It exploits the prediction residue correlation between consecutive spatial layers. In [6] , an adaptive filtering method in the type-II DCT up-sampling is introduced, which applies different weighting parameters to DCT coefficients.
The working platform mainly follows the 3 steps. Firstly, encoder makes an original video file be a scalable sequence. Secondly, extractor can be used to extract a sub stream which includes a BL and several ELs. Lastly, decoder is invoked to decode the sub stream which be extracted to get the reconstructed video. Fig.1 shows SVC BL and Els, the smallest picture is reconstructed by base layer. Its format is QCIF (176 x 144), frame rate is 7.5 frames per second (fps). The middle picture is reconstructed by base layer and enhancement layer 1, its format is CIF (352 x 288), frame rate is 15 fps. The biggest picture is reconstructed by all the layers (1BL and 2 ELs) of the video coding sequence. Its format is 4CIF (704 x 576), frame rate is 30 fps. The BL can be decoded independent, while Els decoded always need its reference layers data. Every bit stream which include base layer is a sub stream of a scalable video sequence. Extraction different sub stream can get different reconstructed video quality. At a limited bandwidth, a video sequence extract different temporal and spatial enhancements will get different reconstructed quality. Among all the sub streams, there will be an optimum reconstructed quality sub stream. We according to the video content choose the optimum sub stream to extract. When the MVs are large in one video, a larger frame rate is necessary to maintain the continuity of the object movement which makes no jump in the visual sense. In this sense, sub streams extraction in temporal enhancement layer has to be satisfied. On the other hand, if there are some larger high-frequency components in a single frame of the video, that is to say, there are some higher spatial details in the video stream.
This paper is organized as follows. The section II is the related literature and contribution. The section III is the temporal frequency brought by motion. In section IV we introduce spatial frequency of general object in a picture. Experimental results are shown in Section V and finally conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. RELATED LITERATURE AND CONTRIBUTION
SVC has been an area to be researched and standardized at least 20 years. The prior international video coding standards H.262/MPEG-2 Video, H.263, and MPEG-4 already include several scalable characteristics. However, these scalable profiles have rarely been used for not only the spatial and quality scalability features came along with a significant loss in coding efficiency, but also a large increase in decoder complexity compared to the corresponding non-scalable profiles [7] . The temporal scalability features could bring more advantages than drawbacks. When temporal scalability is adopted, the coding efficiency can be improved significantly. However, the delay introduced to the encoding and decoding process is inevitable.
During the past two decades, lots of work has been done to have been a significant improvement of SVC. As a kernel module the bit stream extraction has been researched widely. The research work about the bit stream extraction is mainly focused on the quality scalable characteristic and independent of the content of video. A major drawback of the basic extraction method is that its prioritization policy is independent of the video content [8] . The efficiency of the bit extractor can be substantially improved by assigning a priority identifier to each NAL unit during the encoding or a postprocessing operation [9] . When motion scalability [10] is taken into consideration, the bit stream extractor has an additional requirement, i.e. optimal bit allocation among motion and texture [11] . In this paper, we consider the method of extraction better sub stream based on the temporal-spatial scalability adaptively. Firstly, the concept Spatial Frequency (SF) is extended to the object of arbitrary size. Secondly, get the minimal frame rate (MFR) of the video that makes no jump in visual sense. Lastly, find the proper frame rate and spatial enhancement layer that is extracted according to the bandwidth.
Few schemes of extraction bit stream based on the content of video are proposed. In this paper, we propose an extraction method which is based on equivalent MSE. It considers temporal and spatial ELs but not quality ELs for simplicity. We decide the content of video belong to high or low motion. The high motion video needs more temporal frequency to avoid looking like discontinuous, while the low motion video needs more spatial resolution to adapt human visual sense.
Due to PSNR is not able to represent the reconstructed video quality entirely, We commence the concept of SF of 2D sinusoidal signals according to human visual sense and then extend it to general situation by the equivalent MSE method. We use the SF in a picture and MVs to get the frame rate which makes no jump in visual sense. On this basis, we get the optimal tradeoff between temporal and spatial ELs extraction. The contents mentioned above constitute the main contribution of our paper.
III. THE TEMPORAL FREQUENCY BROUGHT BY MOTION
Spatial resolution is the resolution of a frame that is the total pixels in a picture. Temporal resolution is the refresh rate that is the number of frames refreshed in unit time. The spatial resolution is a 2D plane. It can be formed a 3D space with a time line, but the 2D plane is not orthogonal with the time line. in the following, we will introduce the relation between them.
In [12] , the concept SF is introduced. See from Fig. 2 .
(a) (b) Figure. The horizontal and vertical units are the width and height of the image, respectively. 
(a) (b) Figure. 3 Object is moving at velocity of ( )
Performing CSFT for the above signal, we obtain ( ) f f in the object will lead to a temporal frequency.
From (3) we can draw a conclusion that the temporal frequency depends not only on the motion, but also on the spatial frequency of the object.
As shown in Fig. 2(a) , the direction of spatial frequency is horizontal. If the plane moves vertically, then the eye will not perceive any change no matter how fast the plane moves. Once its motion is slightly tilted from the vertical direction, the eye will start to perceive temporal changes. The perceived change is most rapid when the plane moves horizontally.
Without loss of generality, we will consider the relation between maximum and minimum temporal frequency and movement of object at arbitrary SF. 
Where v is the velocity vector of the moving object, When directions of the object moving is identical to the SF's, it can gain the maximum t f . Obviously, if they are orthogonal, the 0 t f = .
IV. SPATIAL FREQUENCY OF GENERAL OBJECT IN A

PICTURE
The frame of video sequence is represented by the partition of MacroBlocks (MBs). SVC inherits the MB partition technique of H.264/AVC. The types of MB size include 16x16, 16x8, 8x16, 8x8. The 8x8 MB is partitioned further into sub MB: 8x8, 4x8, 4x4. In the following, we will introduce how to determine SF of general shape object.
A. The Same t f and The Different MSE
We study the two special instances: the SF is ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
. (6) We can learn the MSE value of Fig. 4(b) is twice as much as that of the Fig. 4(a) . If the SF is ( ) 
n − is the square of maximum possible signal value, n is the number of bits to represent each pixel. The bigger MSE, the smaller PSNR. From the Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(c) , we can learn that the two pictures bring the same t f and their MSE but PSNR is different. So if use MSE or PSNR as the adaptive parameter is not very reasonable. The Fig. 4(a) and Fig.  4(c) is moving at speed (v, 0) and (0, v) , respectively. They bring the time frequency are both t f v = − , but their MSE value is different obviously, ratio is H W .
B. Equivalent MSE
We propose a method named equivalent MSE to calculate SF of general objects in a picture then get the appropriate frame rate.
( ) ( )
,0 0,
As seen from MSE between the SF is ( ) 0, y f in a picture moving vertically spend enough short time t ∆ and the original picture. We regard the SF of a general picture is:
. (10) ∑ is all the MBs in the picture.
We get the MFR that makes the video seems continuous, then the spatial resolution of the sequence according to the bandwidth. We expect to get an optimal tradeoff between the temporal and spatial scalability.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We use two CIF test sequences (i.e., Mobile and Bridge-far) to compare the performance of the proposed scheme and use [13, 14] reference software codec. Each GOP size is 16 and structured to provide 5 temporal layers. Each video sequence we coded the first 2 GOPs (32 frames).
The Mobile is dynamic while the Bridge-far is static. So the Mobile required more frame rate, but less spatial resolution than Bridge-far. It will bring better visual effect.
We use (D, T) to represent the layer to be extracted. D is the stage of spatial scalability and T is the stage of temporal scalability. As shown from Tab. 1 and Tab. 2. Each test sequence is partitioned into two spatial layers and five temporal layers. We extracted sub stream from different temporal and spatial layers at the same bit-rate as possible as we can.
A. Compare Subjective Performance
In the following, Mobile and Bridge-far at various spatial and temporal resolution are shown.
Seen from Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , the single picture quality in the extracted sub stream (D, T) = (0, 4) looks worse while the object move continuously. The single frame quality in the sub stream (D, T) = (1, 2) is close to the original sequence while the object movement looks like jumping (observe between ball and calendar) and that makes awful in vision. In the Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , there are few moving objects between the two frames and the MVs are small. The human visual is more willing to accept more spatial resolution but not the temporal resolution. As is shown in (D, T) = (0, 4) and (D, T) = (1, 3) of Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , obviously the (D, T) = (1, 3) is better.
B. Compare Objective Performance
We will show the extracted layers, bit-rate and PSNR of the section IV.A in Tab. III. Obviously, different video sequences and different sub streams can bring different PSNR and subjective feelings. Extract more temporal ELs in Mobile can get better visual effect, while in Bridge-far extract more spatial Els that the visual effect can be better.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a method equivalent MSE to determine how to extract temporal and spatial enhancement layer. It may get the SF in a picture of a video sequence and calculate the MFR which makes it like to be continuous. It makes up the drawback of the current extraction method that is independent of the video content. Experimental results show that a significant gain can be achieved with the method. In this paper, quality scalability has not been considered for simplicity. In the future, we will extend our work to quality layers research. 
